Alpha Kappa Delta
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Kyle Knight, Assistant Professor, Department of Sociology

Alpha Kappa Delta is the international sociology honor society whose purpose is to stimulate interest in the study of the social world for the goal of improving the human condition. Undergraduate members have at least junior standing, rank in the top 35% of their class, and have taken a minimum of four sociology courses in which they have maintained a grade point average of 3.0 or better. The newly inducted members are:

Bailey Nicole Ables
Kathryn Faye Carroll
Ariel T. DeBardelaben
Olivia R. Kreydatus
Meghan Monroe
Allison Tucker
Sydney Walker
Lambda Pi Eta
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Candice Lanius, Assistant Professor, Department of Communication Arts

Lambda Pi Eta, the National Communication Association’s student honorary society, requires that students be a major or minor in communication, have a 3.0 GPA overall and a 3.2 GPA in their Communication Arts courses. Students must have completed 60 university credit hours and 12 credit hours in Communication Arts. Newly inducted members are:

Layne Bleyswyk
Natalia Castillo Casados
Juliana Denes
Natalie Falkenberry
Kelsei Farmer
Brittany Gaston
Wysteria McDougal
Sarah Morgan
Daniel Parks
Kennedy Saaristo
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Phi Alpha Theta
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Dylan Baun, Assistant Professor, Department of History

Phi Alpha Theta, the international history honorary society, recognizes and encourages excellence in the study of history. A minimum of twelve hours of history with a 3.5 GPA and an overall 3.0 GPA are required for membership. The newly inducted members of the Tau Omega chapter are:

Samuel Boggs
Timothy Eugene Hartleben
Brendan Charles Lang
Mary-Elizabeth Grace McFarlen
Robert M. Pirtle
Kaley Celeste Schaffer
Ralph Hare Scott, III
Kimberly Alexandra Straub
Mac Taylor
Emily Ann Therrell
Brianne Huitt Thornton
Clark David Tillman
Phi Sigma Iota
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Irena Buksa, Associate Professor, Department of World Languages & Cultures

Phi Sigma Iota, the international world language honor society, recognizes outstanding achievement in the field of world languages and cultures. Undergraduate collegiate members must meet the following criteria: be currently enrolled with a major or minor in world languages, have completed at least one world language course at the 300-level, have completed a minimum of 45 credit hours, have a minimum grade point average of 3.0 and rank in the top 35% of their class. The newly inducted members of the Gamma Gamma chapter are:

Jonathan Anderson
Kyle Bergren
Cheyenne Bonner
Natalie Dinkins
Caitlyn Gibson
Brady Lett
Kenya McCrary
Jennifer Stephan
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**Pi Sigma Alpha**
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Anne Marie Choup, Associate Professor, Department of Political Science

Pi Sigma Alpha is the national honor society in political science. Students are selected for membership based on high standards of scholarship and academic distinction in political science and in all academic work.
Phi Sigma Tau
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Deborah Heikes, Professor, Department of Philosophy

Phi Sigma Tau, the international honor society for philosophy, aims to encourage philosophy-related interest and activities among students while recognizing philosophical aptitude. Undergraduate members have completed three semesters, rank in the top 35% of their class, and have maintained an average GPA better than 3.0 through at least two courses in philosophy. Newly inducted members are:

Matthew Norman
Psi Chi
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Nathan Tenhundfeld, Assistant Professor, Department of Psychology

Psi Chi is the international honor society in psychology founded in 1929 for the purpose of encouraging, stimulating, and maintaining excellence in scholarship of the individual members and advancing the social science of psychology. Members must be a psychology major or minor, must rank in the upper thirty-five percent of their class, and must have a B average in psychology courses. The newly inducted members of the society are:

Emily Sorrells
Sunny-Odio Chinenyenwa
Sigma Tau Delta
Faculty Advisor: Dr. Joseph Conway, Assistant Professor, Department of English

Sigma Tau Delta, the national English honorary society, assists in developing, maintaining, and promoting literary and educational activities for students and alumni of the chapter, as well as for the University and community. Membership is by invitation only to students who have a 3.0 GPA in advanced English courses. The newly inducted members of the Upsilon Mu chapter are:

Nagwa Alzokari
Maximiliano Cardona
Allisa Hutchinson
Jasmine Savage
Kelli Pavlovec